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Goal of my book

Help ‘climate-concerned citizens’:

detect deliberate delusions and inadvertent myths

elect ‘climate-sincere politicians’ who do effective policy

eliminate personal emissions with two fuel-switching actions
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Key theme: Human biases and the need for 

inward-focused critical thinking.

“It is difficult to get someone to understand something 
when their salary depends on them not understanding it”

– Upton Sinclair

“What someone believes on grossly insufficient evidence 
is an index into their desires”

– Bertrand Russell
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Detecting and correcting your biases:

The debate-yourself game
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Critical thinking and the challenges of 

decarbonization

We must stop burning fossil fuels – ‘decarbonization’

A critical review of evidence reveals three key challenges.
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Key challenges from evidence

1. Myth that fossil fuels are expensive

In fact, fossil fuels are:

plentiful, high-quality & low-cost,

their price falls with ongoing 
innovation & declining demand

offer cheapest development path 
(e.g. China 1990-2015)
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Fossil fuel GHGs still growing rapidly,

especially in developing countries
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Key challenges from evidence

2. Myth of a voluntary global agreement

Global decarbonization requires united international effort, but:

poor global governance

countries can’t act alone

rich and poor countries 
disagree on sharing costs

25-year failed effort to 
reach ‘voluntary’ binding 
agreement continues
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Task for climate-sincere politicians difficult because:

fossil fuels are incumbent, so financial self-interest motivates 
corporations & individuals to trumpet benefits from continued use.

climate-insincere politicians can ‘fake it’ by setting distant targets, 
(2030, 2050) while delaying policies to achieve them.

climate-insincere politicians can ‘lie’ about economic harm from 
effective policies, exploiting anti-tax biases in case of carbon tax 

Key challenges from evidence

3. Myth of honest domestic policy debate 
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With these key decarbonization challenges,

the path seems complicated to many people

“Fossil fuels are so integrated into our lives that phasing them 
out would require us to change everything about how and 
where we live, how we get around and how we make money.”

- Lisa Song, ProPublica, November 15, 2019

In book, I explain why the decarbonization path can be simple.
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What is the simple path?

1. Must focus on key actions in key sectors

Key actions

Rapidly phase-out burning of coal & 
oil, and most uses of natural gas.

Key sectors

Electricity and transportation because:

have technologies and costs are modest

can act unilaterally in these ‘domestic sectors’ 
unlike ‘trade-exposed’ steel, cement, 
aluminum, chemicals, pulp & paper, etc.

electricity and transportation >50% of future 
GHG emissions, mostly developing countries.
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Electricity and transport > 50% of 45 Gt

Global effect of decarbonizing

electricity and transportation
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What is the simple path?

2. Must implement compulsory policies

compulsory policies decarbonization
actions

climate-energy policies

non-compulsorycompulsory

regulations carbon pricing

- information
- labels
- subsidies
- gov’t action
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Compulsory policy basics

Must have carbon pricing AND / OR regulations to drive 
decarbonization.

Notice the ‘AND / OR’. Carbon pricing is NOT essential. If too 
difficult politically, can be replaced with regulations.

If flexible regulations can mimic carbon pricing in a given sector, 
may not be that much more costly, and perhaps easier politically.

Thus, regulations often play a key role in leading jurisdictions.

2020
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California: regulations vs carbon pricing

California’s GHG 
reductions to 2025.

Carbon pricing (cap & 
trade) contributes only 

16%.

Most reductions 
caused by regulations.
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Why are we not following the simple path? 

For 3 decades, experts have been telling us:

a coordinated global effort won’t happen voluntarily

electricity and transportation achievable and globally critical

renewables won’t beat fossil fuels without carbon price or regs

we have flex-reg options if carbon pricing difficult politically

If we’ve knows this, what’s holding back global decarbonization?
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What’s holding back decarbonization?

1. Deliberate delusions

Fossil fuel interests deliberately promote myths to stall action.

Climate science is uncertain.

This next fossil fuel project is essential.

We must await major innovations to decarbonize.

No point acting until binding global agreement.



Many climate-concerned people hold rigid pro and con 
positions on our decarbonization actions and policies.

We must / must not use nuclear power

We must / must not use large hydropower

We must / must not use biofuels

We must / must not use carbon capture and storage

We must / must not use carbon taxes

Fossil fuel industry loves this rigidity.

“We must not let perfection be the enemy of good!”
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What’s holding back decarbonization?

2. Rigid pro and con views
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Compromising strategies for overcoming 

human biases: Why my 2004 book?
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What’s holding back decarbonization?

3. Wishful thinking biases

Many climate-concerned people have wishful thinking biases that 
hinder / delay the implementation of effective compulsory policies.

Belief that energy efficiency investments save money.

Belief that renewables are outcompeting fossil fuels.

Belief that removing fossil fuel subsidies is a game changer.

Belief that divestment campaigns are a game changer.

Belief that we can reduce emissions by buying offsets

Fossil fuel industry loves these wishful thinking biases.
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What’s holding back decarbonization?

4. Agenda-hitching biases

Some people hitch personal agendas - arguing that decarbonization 
requires behavioral, social, economic revolution in just two decades.

Stop population growth

Stop eating meat

Stop flying planes

Stop driving cars

Stop economic growth

Achieve complete global equity and justice

Abolish capitalism

Some of these goals are certainly desirable, but when hitched to climate 
success they make the challenge seem far more complex than it is.

Fossil fuel industry loves agenda-hitching.
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What’s holding back decarbonization?

5. Climate insincere politicians
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The task of the climate-concerned citizen:

identify climate-insincere politicians

Climate-insincere politicians:

deliberately confuse actions and policies

implement only non-compulsory policies

exaggerate cost of compulsory policies, like carbon tax

Fossil fuel industry loves and rewards these politicians
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The task of the climate-concerned citizen:

find and support climate-sincere politicians

Climate-sincere politicians:

implement compulsory policies in electricity and transportation (& 
buildings, light industry, etc)

implement a mix of policies that drive innovation & low-cost 
decarbonization in trade-exposed industries (steel, cement, etc.)

link with other countries to (1) lead multi-country coal and oil 
phase-out campaigns, & (2) enact carbon tariffs (‘Climate Clubs’)
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Climate-sincere politician?
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Canada’s government since 2015

Main policy approach:

reliance on pricing and regulations with rising stringency

leveraging domestic efforts into global effort

Specific compulsory policies:

coal plant phase-out + “Powering Past Coal” international coalition
economy-wide carbon price of $20 rising to $170 by 2030

carbon pricing system for trade-exposed industry
developing methane regulations in oil & gas

developing clean fuel standard (flex-reg) for transportation

So, is the Canadian federal government climate sincere or insincere?



Contingent strategy guide

for climate-concerned citizens

Does the politician 
seem sincere?

Does the politician 
have GHG targets?

Citizen activism 

Start

Is it  working?

Are the GHG targets 
linked to policies?

Are the key policies pricing 
and regulations?

Are the pricing and regs 
increasing in stringency?

Campaign for and 
fund the politician

Yes

NoNo

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Perhaps

Yes

No

Yes
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Summary:

The simple path to climate success

Climate-concerned citizens must simplify:

work to elect and support climate-sincere politicians.

push them to implement flex-regs and/or carbon pricing.

push them to make alliances for global coal/gas phase-out and carbon tariffs.

take key personal zero-emission actions – electric cars and space heating.

But how do climate-concerned citizens get climate-sincere politicians?
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If your political leaders are climate-insincere,

is citizen activism a moral obligation?

“Planet Earth is miles outside its comfort zone;
how many of us will go beyond ours?” – Bill McKibben
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What influence can citizen activism have?

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens 
can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”

– Margaret Mead

“No one is too small to 
make a difference.”

- Greta Thunberg



Learn more about strategy 
at:
(blog) markjaccard.com
(twitter) @MarkJaccard

Order books online from 
independent booksellers or 

Cambridge or Amazon

EMRG 

Thank you
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“Those who have the privilege 
to know, have the duty to act.”

– Albert Einstein
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Flexible regulations (flex-regs)

Renewable portfolio standard (RPS) in electricity
all electricity sellers achieve min % electricity 
made from renewables or buy credits from firms 
who surpassed min % (wind farm!)

Flex-regs mimic cost-saving of carbon pricing:
do not pick technology winners, but let market decide

credit trading among sellers lowers cost of compliance

Zero-emission vehicle standard (ZEV)
all vehicle sellers achieve min % ZEVs or buy 
credits from firms who surpassed min % (Tesla!)
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While compulsory policies are essential, 
subsidies can increase political support 

Government funding and subsidies alongside compulsory policies can

reduce price increases for electricity or vehicle mobility costs

compensate / retrain displaced fossil fuel workers (‘Just Transition’)

expand low-emission infrastructure and technologies

increase R&D that reduces the costs of low-emission technologies

But must combine with carbon pricing and/or regulations!
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What’s holding back decarbonization?

5. Climate insincere politicians


